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The Signet Group team is a
family operated company

that manages units
throughout Ontario.

Owning and managing
quality multi-residential,

commercial, industrial, and
retail properties, Signet

Group has earned a
reputation of being a

caring, detail-oriented,
hands-on company.

 

“Payquad is so user friendly and quick, I
personally just used Payquad for

registering for the Chair’s Charitable
luncheon hosted by the GTAA event.

Our residents also find it very efficient to
pay their monthly rental payments
which saves us countless hours of

administrative work and increases our
cash flow monthly.”

 -Kris Boyce - Chief Executive Officer - Signet Group
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https://ca.linkedin.com/in/kris-boyce-she-her-17314a64
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The Challenge:

The Solution:

Payquad Modules Used by Signet:
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Signet Group wanted to reduce overhead for maintenance
requests and processing payments across many geographies.
They needed a solution that was touchless but not faceless,
that fit their more personable and trusted management style.
They found many of the competing solutions left them to deal
with the overhead of triaging tenant requests and even filling
out issues tickets on behalf of tenants. 

Payquad alongside a larger incumbent management solution.
Comparing both systems side by side, the Signet team was
confident Payquad was their preferred solution. This came
down to Payquad consistently demonstrating that human
touch and attention that was already part of Signet’s success.
The ease of use of the interface resulted in a seamless rollout
with very high tenant adoption. Payquad also provided
transparency in their fees to managers and tenants, which led
to high trust in their payment solutions. 

Leasing



"Payquad perfectly fits Signet's service model,
delivering a solution that is “Personal and Personable”. 
I'm comforted knowing that there is always someone
at Payquad who will pick up the phone to address our

needs.”

-Immanuel Greenberg, VP of Commercial Properties
 

1. Personal and Personable Approach

3 Reasons Signet Chose Payquad:

3. Fully Contactless

2. Dedicated Support Specialists

The Payquad team takes pride in offering the highest level of service that
you can depend on for your business. We have earned the highest
reputation for listening and responding to all of our client's unique needs.
Signet, like every Payquad client, knows that there will always be someone
to pick up the phone and directly respond to their needs.

Payquad has a dedicated team for implementation and tenant setup.
This allows us to deliver the smoothest software rollout ever and provides
direct support for triaging all support requests. This helped Signet
depend confidently on Payquad for changing how they handled
payments and tenants' requests.

Signet was able to greatly reduce the administrative time and costs for
collecting payments by going completely contactless and moving to
online payments. Tenants loved the convenience and respected the
transparency of the fees and options for making rent payments. It also
helped streamline maintenance requests and other tenant requests right
through the platform.
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